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recently new dharma ransomware is under fast distribution and all important documents like
(sql,mdf,log,pdf,doc,docx, xls,xlsx,dwg,mp3,mp4,mpeg,avi,jpg, bmp,vb) are encrypted with extensions (arrow,

java, cesar, arena, bip or combo) and not usable/readable unfortunately. if you and one of your
customers/friends are infected of this ransomware you could send 3-4 encrypted files (xls, doc, pdf or photo file)

to below email address, after checked your files, you will be informed within 1-2 days. i can confirm that the
effect is real and you cant fully disable the sound of the carbon copy. i also went as far as puchasing the carbon

copy light, but its effect is minimal. i havent really found any semi-stable settings for this, ive been using the
settings that he suggested for his musket and ive found it to be very effective. ive been using the musket with
my 30 watt pups, and ive been using both the delay and the fuzz in with the musket. ive used the musket at its
lowest gain setting, and it had a ton of low end thump, and when ive upped the gain a notch, the thump is gone,

but the fuzz is very present. i have not used any pedal effects other than the musket, and ive been having a
blast playing through the musket. ive never had to take the musket out of the amp, even when i play without a

pedal. my carbon copy doesnt sound much different without the musket and i havent been able to fully
differentiate the difference of the carbon copy without the musket. ive been having so much fun playing with
the musket that i wanted to give it to a friend, and if it doesnt work for him, ill be just as happy to give it to
someone else. i hope i can help someone out with this pedal. best of luck, and if you like the musket, i think

youll like it when you hear it with the carbon copy.
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bjorn, this is probably the last time i will be writing you, i have accepted an offer from my
employer and will be leaving the band on may 4th. i have enjoyed my time with you and the guys
in this community and have made some great friends, but i am now going to a different place in

my life. i have now learned that i can no longer support myself and my wife, who has been working
to provide for us. i wish you the very best of luck in your projects, and i will be following along from

time to time. i hope you can find a way to get some money to support this site. my wife doesn't
have any income, so for the time being, you have to support this site. it has been a fun ride, and i
hope you can continue to enjoy it. hey guys thanks for your time and recomemdations, i have got
the nova and masters comps,i like them both,the master comp isnt the best as the delay sounds

kinda grainy,i couldnt tell if thats the delay or the reverb,on the other hand the nova is really
good,the sound is really smooth i like that nova,just one problem i dont know how to add this

delay thingy in the palm,any tips on how to add it in the palm,kinda out of my league,any help
would be greatly appreciated, i have a good friend at the moment who is a proco rat and hes

saying that he is the only one who knows how to add it in the palm,so would he be able to add that
in the palm for me or do i have to email him,as he is away this week if he can add it in the palm i

will be eternally grateful,and he can add the sound as well and the reverb or delay as well,any
help appreciated,and once again thanks,cheers. 5ec8ef588b
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